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Slgnifloance of the Stud^
In onr society parents are vieired as the child's natural guardians
and are e:]q>ected to rear their diUdren and laroTlde for their needs*
Previously, parents iiho could not cariy out their responsibilities could
not claim their rights as parents* Hosever, a new philosoiA^ has come
into being in which it is felt that parents need ccMmounlly facilities to
help them provide the essentials for their children* Accompanying this
philosophy is tiie concept that
Unien parents cannot provide folly for Uieir child's care
and protection, according to the community's expectations of
parents, special social services must be made available. And
idien their difficulty involves making proper use of their own
resources or 1^ cosaDunity's resoiurces, the services needed
are called children's casework sejrvlces* The central aim of
children's casework services is to help the child directly,
and to help the parents in their relations to the child and
to each other irtien these relations are a part of the child's
problem*1
If the parents' problems are such that a child cannot benefit from
casework service in his own hoaie, it beccases evident that some type of
foster care is necessary* "Foster care used here refers to all the ways
of caring for children away from their own homesj in a foster family, in
an Institution, and in a special agency owned or rented foster home*"^
Seme of the reasons children are denied the right to live in their own
^Henrietta L* Ck>rd(»i, Casework Services for Childrent Practices and




homes are Illness or death of parents^ divorce, desertion, disturbed
parent-child relationships or the child's oun serious behavior* Regardless
of the reason, it becooaes the child placement worker's responsibility to
use her skill and knowledge in determining the child's needs and selecting
the facility that will best meet them*
For the writer's purpose, the focus will be on foster family care as
a type of substitute care*
It is axiomatic in work with children in otir culture that
sound personality is developed during childhood through healtl^
relationships in family life* Therefore, it might follow that
the child mho cannot live with his cma family could have most
of his needs met by a substitute family, since there are definite
qualities of personality developed through this usual mode of
rearing children in our society*^
"SoBetimes this radical change of setting will work out well, and the
child will make a happy "adjustment,* but not always**^ Several factors
operate to influence the child's adjustment in this new environs^nt* One
such factor is the foster parents attitudes and behavior toward the child*
Although agencies atteiqpt to select those foster parents who possess atti¬
tudes Uiat will pr»iote a healthy adjustment, semietimes the need arises,
than was originally anticipated, tc help them in modifying their attitudes
so as to effect a healthy adjustment* Being products of the same culture
and human, foster parents' attitudes and behavior are not so very different
frtm those of own parents* IVhere their attitudes are positive and make for
^Esther Glickman, Child Placement Through Clinically Ortented Case¬
work (Hew York, 1957)» p*
^Gordon Ramiltcm, Theory and Practice of Social Case Work (New York,
1956), p* 238.
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a happy adjustment between the foster child and themselres, the caseirorker
may only need to support them In these. On the other hand if their atti¬
tudes are negative and are threatening to the child's adjustment^ it be-
ccHBes necessary for the oas0iroz4cer to atteiqpt to bring about some iK)difl-
catlon in their attitudes. Qlickman states:
Most foster families do not require much change in their
attitudes since ^ley have been chosen on the basis that their
capacities for this endeavor are alraady quite fu^ly de¬
veloped.^
However, if work with the foster parents around their attitudes does not
appear to be too effective^ placement in another hoB» may seem indicated.
Realizing the effect upon the child by replacement in another home, case¬
workers must use all of their skill and knowledge in an effort to modify,
if possible, the foster parents' attitudes so as to effect a healthy ad¬
justment for 'tile child.
The writer's interest to study the attitudes and behavior of foster
parents as it relates to the adjustment of children was stimulated by
her second year field work placemmit. The researcher became aware of
numax^ius replacements and in reviewing these felt that the foster parents'
attitudes and behavior toward their children might be influencing the
type of adjustmmat the children were making to foster care.
Purpose of the Study
The pinrpose of this study was to (1) describe the attitudes and
behavior of foster parents toward their children (2) describe the
Esther Glickman, pp» cit», p. 199»
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adjustment of the children In terms of their reactions to the foster
parents' attitudes and behavior toward them.
Method of Procedure
The method used in this stuc^ was the casestudy me-Uiod* Pertinent
literature regarding parental attitudes and behavior toward children and
children's adjustment to foster care was studied.
A sample of twelve cases weire selected from i^e Inactive foster htmae
files of The Leake and Watts Children's Home^ which met the following cid.-
terlaj (a) children who had been in their foster hcHies at least two years
(b) children who were between six and eighteen years of age and (c) chil¬
dren who were discharged between tiie period of January 1950 and December
1959* cases were chosen by random sampling in which every second
case was selected; where there were siblings^ they were chosen at random.
A schedule was designed consisting of three of the categories from
Hunt's Movement Scale for gathering data regarding the children's adjust¬
ment. The categories are (a) adaptive efficiency (b) disabling habits
and conditions (c) verbalized attitudes and understanding. The writer
established criteria for evaluating the children's adjustment. Susmaries
of the foster parents' attitudes and behavior toward their children were
obtained from the children's case records and the foster parents' case
records after which the attitudes were classified as either positive or
negative.
The data were analyzed in order to discover aqy relationship ascer¬
tainable between the foster parents' attitudes and behavior toward their
children and the children's adjustment to care after which the findings
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were siuonarlzed and conclusions were nade*
Scope and LlBiltations
This study was limited to a sample of twelve cases taken A*om the
inactive foster home files of The Leake and Vatts Children's Home in
Yonkers, Hew York. Only those cases of children between six and eighteen,
who had been in their particular foster homes at least two years and who
were discharged from care during January 19^0 and Dec^ber 1959 were
included. The writer used inactive cases because these gave her an
opportunity to study the diildren's adjustment in one particular foster
h<»e* Lack of time and experience on the part of the researcher limits
the reliability of the stuc^.
CmFTER II
DESCRIPTIOII OF THE AQEMCY
Histozy and DeTelopment
The Leake and Watts Children's Hcne, formerly known as The Leake and
Watts Orphan House, was incorporated on March 7, I831» "Its stated func¬
tion at that time was to serre helpless origan children of New York City
without regard for nationality, race or creed, As the Institution pro¬
gressed and developed its poll^ expanded to Include, in addition to the
care of orphans, the difficult problems of dependent, neglected and highly
disturbed children* The first children were admitted to cajre in 18U3 at
which time the institution, located in New York City, was a large congre¬
gate (me serving chiefly white children since separate facilities existed
for Negro children* In 1891« the institution moved to its present location
overlooking the beautiful Hudson River in Yonkers, New York*
The institution's development is highlighted by many significant
changes* Among these arer (a) the building of several cottages in the
1920's (b) interracial intake in accordance with the Racial Discrimination
Amendment to the New York City Charter in 19U2 (c) formation of a foster
home department in 19i44 (d) mergers with the Episcopal Home and the
Sevilla-Hopewell Society in 19U7 and 19^8 which resulted in a change of the
Charter name to The Leake and Watts Children's Home and (e) the creation
of an all cottage institution.
Other (tovelopments noted were a change to a psychlatrically oriented
The Leake and Watts Children's Home Agency Manual (Yonkers, I960),
p* 1» (Mimeograidied*)
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agencj and an expansion of the casework program mhich combined helped the
agency to emerge Into a "anltiple fvmctlon* social agency*
Leake and Watts functions with the overall development of the child
in mind* The 1953~5U biennial report expresses the agency's philosophy
as follows!
Today's children are tomorrow's adults* It is their right
to have every opportunlly for happy, wfaolescmte development>-the
right to a coafortable, warm home life, the right to play, to
study, to learn, to love, to worship. For Ihose children who
have for various reasons been denied the rl^t to all of this
in their own htKTOs, it is our responslbililgr to provide the
best possible substitutes with all the specialised help neces¬
sary to heal the hurts created by their earlier deprivation*^
Physical Facilities
Bie large main building, formerly providing living quarters for
childiren, is now the administration building* Presently, the first floor
houses the social service: offices, psychiatric offices, business and cleri¬
cal offices, an audltoritm and a Protestant Episcopal Chapel* The second
floor accommodates sleeping quarters for staff, the infirmary and psycho¬
logical staff offices with the dental clinic, the dining room and the
group work and recreational department located in the basement* Located
in the north wing is the gymnasium, two classrooms, an arts and crafts
shop and a wood working shop*
The building is surrounded by thirteen cottages, eight of these are
for children and five are for staff* The cottage capacity ranges frcm six
to twenly-two children*
^The Leake and Watts Biennial Report 1953-5U. p* 2*
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Adsdnistratlon
"A board of directors, consisting of twenty-three nembers, engages an
fixecntlve Diroctor whose responsibility is mainly l^e administration of the
agency*”^ He serres as an intermediary between the staff and the board
interpreting to the board «je agency services and eliciting their support
in establishing sound policy and program. He also Joins the board in
eliciting the community's support in escpanding the agency's program. Other
positions include the Director of Social Service, the Business Manager, the
Director of Maintenance and the Supervisor of Cottage Life. The agency has
twenty-six full time social workers, a trained full time group worker, a
part-time group worker, four psychiatrists and three psychologists*
Services to Children
Children committed to the agency are "nonf^dellnquent youngsters who for
maiqr reasons-dealdi, desertion, illness of parents, parents' emotional prob¬
lems must be cared for out of their own homes.Although there are son^
private placements, children are referred primarily ly the New Toiic City
Department of Welfare and the New York City Children's Court. Leake and
Watts offers Institutional and foster home care on a long term basis. Pre¬
sently, the institution acconmodates about eighty-six children and the fos¬
ter home department serves about 356 children with foster homes located
wll^ln a radius of one-hvuidred miles from Yonkers.
^he Leake and Watts Children's Home Agency Manual (Yonkers, I960), p. 3*
^Ibid., p. 1.
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Services are classified under four headings<-intake^ under care, after
care and discharge* After a child is accepted all of the agency's services
becmae available to him* These may include along with caseirork, pt^ehi**
atirlc, psychological and medical services*
(%tildren committed to the institution are those who because of their
behavior or disturbed parent>child relationships are unable to be main¬
tained in close family relationships* !nie institution attempts to gear
its program to meet the individual child's needs by providing for him, in
addition to caseirozic and special treatment services, a program of edu¬
cation, recreation, religious training and medical services. Most of the
children attend public schools and for those who are unable to do so,
because of their educational retardation or behavior problems, the agency
has emplc^ed two full time teachers on the grounds for them* Occasionally,
the agency sends certain promising students to private schools*
The cottage parents are vital people in the children's life, for they
cany a considerable amount of responsibility for helping meet the needs
of each child* They are vieired as Important members of the agency staff
and function as TOS^rs of the team, regularly Involving themselves in
cottage staff meetings and planning conferences for detezmining the total
treatment program for a particular child*
The recreational prograai supervised by a trained group worker,
attempts to meet each child* It includes athletics, swimming, arts and
crafts, music and field trips* ^le children are also encouraged to par¬
ticipate in various community and school activities*
The medical program is in the hands of a resident nurse, and a
ccmmiunlty doctor is on call and assumes responsibility for regular medical
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care of all the children living in the institution.
The daily care for chlldiren in foster homes lies primarily with ttie
foster parents* The same services are provided for them through community
facilities and, if indicated, facilities at the institution in Yonkers*
In many instances the foster mother brings to the worker's attention the
need for special services.
Being foster parents is a difficult job and carries great iresponsii*
billty* Selecting suitable foster homes is paramount to the success of
foster family care* The agency atteiqpts to select homes in which a child
can have most of his needs met and to be able to do this the foster parents
must meet certain qualifications. An attempt is made to select mature,
waxm people who (a) can be flexible (b) are sensitive and understanding
(c) have satisfying healthy family relationships (d) are able to share
with a child, his own parents a33d the agency and (e) are able to cooperate
with the agency and cUiers interested in the overall welfare of the child*
They must also be self-supporting and the foster mother must not be older
than age sixty*
Foster parents are helped by the social workers to bring to their
relationships with their children the positive aspects of their persoia-
alities, to develop a deeper xmderstanding into the behavior of their
children and their own functioning with them*
Casework service to children and their families is maintained whild
the child is under care* The caseworker is the one sustaining person
during placement, fostering the bond between the past, the present and the
futture* The social worker is responsible for coordinating all of the
services offered to or needed by the child as he is admitted, du37ing
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placement and at the time of discharge* This Includes work with the child,
his family, foster parents or cottage parents, the school, the community
and ol^er social agencies* It is also her responsibility to
•••supervise the development of the child ty constantly
evaluatii^ the child's needs, adjustment and progress
and determining whether there is a need for more inten¬
sive casework treatnent, psychol(^cal testii^ and/or
peychiatric evaluation, consultation and therapy*^
^bid*, p* 6
CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FRAME OF REmiE»lCE AND CASE ILLUSTRATIONS
In recent years, the field of child behavior and fandly relations
has been concenEied with tl» various factors in the hraae which influence
the child's adjxusta^nt* Studies and theories developed point out qtiite
clearly that the factor of the attitudes of parents toward the child is
of primary importance and have far reaching effects upon him. One such
theory that supports this idea is the Freudian Theory. Helen Witmer in
her article, "The Influence of Parental Attitudes on the Social Adjustment
of the IndividiMl" states that*
...the essence of the Fjreudian Theoiy is that the child's
Instinctual dzdves of love and hate, sex and aggression,
life and death provide the motive force for the building
of his personality, and that the parents behavior and
attitudes toward him are the prlmazy elements in the en¬
vironment within which his basic adjustments are worked
out*^
This theory seems to apply to substitute parents since their atti¬
tudes and behavior are similar to those of natural parents and it is
their responsibiliiy to provide an environment conducive to a healthy
adjustment for the child. Although it is assumed that foster parents
possess the qualities and attitudes that win enable them to do this,
sometimes it appears that their attitudes are not the most positive ones
and they should be helped to recognize and modify them. Similarly to
natural parents, foster parents possess some of the same negative attitudes
that originally indicated the need to have the children placed.
^ Helen Witmer, "The Influence of Parental Attitudes on the Social




Accordiiig to H\irlock, there are certain typical parental attitudes*
She contends that
•••although each pax^nt has his onn attitude toward each
child in the family and toward child-rearii^ methods,
thexre aire cexrtain attitudes which are universal in the
imerican cultujre* These aire the inroduct of tradition,
parental teachings and of esperiences in living with
children^^
Of the various parental attitudes, Hurlock lists the following as the
most commons (a) overprotectiveness (b) permissiveness (c) rejection
(d) acceptance (e) dominance and (f) sulmilssion to child.2
Overprotectiveness, as defined by Levy, is "excessive maternal care
of children, "3 It is manifested by excessive contact of the parent with
the child, infantilization—the mother treats the child like a baby,
prevention of independent behavioi>--in which the mother supervises the
child’s activities too much and solves his problems, hence, dez^i^ him
the opportunity to learn for himself and lack or excess of maternal
control—which involves overindulgence or overstrictness,
Oite of the most serious effects of overprotectiveness is over¬
dependency on the child’s part. An overdependent child wantd approval,
attention and physical contact with others, lliey have no confidence in
their abilities and are sensitive to criticism* They either conform
rigidly or openly rebel to authority,
^lizabete B, Hurlock, Child Development (Hew York, 1956), p, 5oU,
^Ibid,
^David M* Levy, Maternal Qverprotection (New York, 19U5), P« 37,
lU
Permissiveness is the opposite of overprotection and if not carried
to the extreii» of indulgence can make for a healthy, harmonious relation¬
ship between the parents and the child* The permissive parent is "givisag*
instead of "taking" from the child,He is flexible in the handling of
the child shoeing warmth, understanding, and an acceptance of the child's
own ideas and ambitions* In a perBdsslve atmosi^ere the child can de¬
velop in keeping with his abilities and limitations without being pressured
by his parents* Such a child is fotind to be independent, cooperative and
well adjusted in social sitxiations*
Rejection can be either overt or covert* On one hand, it is charac¬
terised by apatl:^, unconcern and nonchalance on the part of the parents
while on the other it nay be manifested by hostility or dominance* "The
rejected child has a poor concept of self, feels insecure and shows more
overt expressions of antisocial and hostile behavior with less inhibition
and anxiety than do children whose parents' attitudes are more favorable."2
"Parental acceptance means an attitude on the part of the paz*ents
which is characterized by a keen interest in and love for the child* "3
The accepting parent helps the child develop a strong concept of self,
gives to the child a feeling of beloi^ing and security by having warmth
permeate their relationship* Hence, the accepted child has confidence in
himself, accepts responsibility and is emotionally stable*
Parental dominance is an attitude in which parents make excessive




demands upon a child or are oontroUlng of his actiTities and behavior*
k dominating parent provides little freedom and respect for the child
and imposes his wishes and plans upon him* The dominated child has
"better socialized behavior*~he is polite, honest and careful but he is
also likely to be ^y, submissive and sensitive*"^
Submission is the opposite of dominance* Parental submissiveness
means that the parents gratify the child's every wish and accept his
actions^! even atg^inZt their better judgment* The child who dominates
his parents is usually aggressive, disobedient and Irresponsible while
on the other hazid he is independent and self-confident*
Altho\igh the foster child does not always understand the significance
of the foster parents attitudes toward him, he realizes whether they are
accepting or rejecting and seems to react acoordlngly* It is contended
that
***the degree of adjustment children make Inside and outside
the hcaie is markedly Influenced by the type of relationship
they have in the home* No one procedure of practice aiakes
for good or bad adjuslment on the child's part* It is the
attitudes toward the child»love, affection, being wanted,
appreciated, trusted, and accepted as a person that deteiv
mines how well the child will adjust* When parental atti¬
tudes toward the child az^ unfavorable, as in the case of
the dominant, the possessive, or the Ignoring parent, the
child's adjustment is likely to be poor*^
Since the objective of foster family care is to provide for the child





Siace a foster mother has a more objective attitude toirard
a foster child than she would have toward her own child, she
is less apt to feel accused when a negative response is pointed
out to her while mentioning the overall value of the relation¬
ship.^
The caseworker will first approach this through the foster parent-ohlld
relationship and will try to modify parental attitudes and behavior
toirard the child. If the casewozicer is successful in this, parental
pressuz^ will lessen and gradual improvement can be expected in the child's
behavior.
Care should be taken to evaluate the potential gained from
such effort, for these may make it feasible to keep the child
with the foster family. This is indeed preferable to his re¬
placement in most cases, as the foster family will probably
have already become so important to him that replacement would
be almost as traumatic as separation from the natural family.
The decision for replacement is often made too quickly. Ap¬
preciation of the child's ties to the foster family, despite
disadvantages for him there, and the weighing of other possi¬
bly more serious disadvantages in moving him are lacking.^
If, however, the parental incapacities are too great and success is not
effected; tihen replacement is inevitable.
In order for the writer to attain the purpose of the study a classi¬
fication of Hurlock's list of parental attitudes appeared necessary. The
attitudes were classified into two categories, positive and negative atti¬
tudes. The positive attitudes were acceptance and permissiveness, the
negative attitudes were overprotection, rejection, dominance and sub¬
mission to child.
Esther Qlickman, Child Placement Through Clinically Oriented SOaae-
work (New York, 1957)> p. ^21.
^Ibid., pp. 199-200.
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Where these attitudes were found In the cese material, the writer attempted
to discover What the child's reactions were to them and to discover the
nature of the child's adjustment* Adjustment lued here refers to the pro¬
cess by which, or the extent to which, a child attempts to function
efficiently in his environi^nt by consciously modii^lng a socially acquired
characteristic in order to make it conform to a desired standard* In order
to evaluate the nature of the children's adjustment the following criteria
were tised* Where at least five items in ai^ one grouping were found to
prevail in the cases the child's degree of adjustment was determined l^y this*
Children who made good adjustments were those
1* whose behavior was in harmony with what the foster parents
e:^cted and would tolerate
2* who were able to meet the parents' e3q)ectatlons with a
minimum amount of difficulty
3* who were able to develop stable relationships that were
mutually satisfying to themselves and their foster parents
and/or others
U* who were conforming
5* who showed independence
6* who were cooperative and efficient in carrying out their
responsibilities and chores
7* whose anxieties were not so pronounced as to handicap their
social functioning
8. who could accept counsel from the foster parents and the
caseworker without having to feel they were being dictated
to or dominated them
Children who made fair adjustments were those
1* whose behavior was difficult for the foster parents to
manage ahdAAt^ times tolerate
2* who found it difficult to meet the foster parents' expecta¬
tions but seemed to manage to do so
3* who developed superficial relationships with one or both
foster parents and/or others
U* who passively conformed
5* who were dependent upon the foster parents
6* who had difficulty in accepting responsibilties and chores
but could perfoxm them efficiently




8* irtio found it difficult to accept counsel from the foster
parents and/or the casenrorker without having to feel they
were being dictated to or dominated by them
Children who made poor ad^justments were tlK>se
!• whose behavior was c<»qpletely out of harmony with shat the
foster parents‘expected and were willing to tolerate
2* who were unable to meet the foster parents* expectations
3* who were unable to develop a sound relationship with the
foster pax^ts and/or others
U* who were overly conforming
who were overly dependent
6* who could not accept responsibilities and chores
7* who were overanxious and handicapped by this in their
social functioning
8* who rejected counsel fr(s& the foster parents aisd/or the
caseworker feeling that they were being dictated to or
dominated by them
Case Illustrations
The following case illustrations are presented showing the most dcmii-




S. and her four siblings came into care at the request /
of their parents. The father stated that the mother was
incompetent. The mother acknowledged her Inadequacy and her
onGly Interest was to be freed of the care of the children.
S. was placed in the home of lir. and Mrs. B. who were a
happily married couple who had reared children of their own.
They wore both warm, understanding people who provided an
environm^t conducive to a healths development. They were
fond of S. and felt it important to help her develop a feel¬
ing of belonging, and effected this by introducing her to
members of the extended family and involving her in the
faikLly activities. S. quickly settted down in her foster
home and became quite attached to her foster parents. She
followed Mr. B. aroxmd the house and often came in frcm her
play to see if the foster mother was still around. She con¬
stantly asked her foster parents why they wouldn’t adopt her
and was not too accepting of their explanation that they were
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too old* She expressed her happiness around being in the
home and often'tivi asked what would happen to her if the
foster moUier becams ill. When it was necessary for foster
mother to have an operation S* went into a crying spell*
Mrs. B* expected S* to be responsive and appreciative,
assume some responsibility for herself and to learn to be
thrifty for she thou^t it important that a child learn that
"money does not grow on trees*" S* was able to measujre up
to the foster mother's expectations* She was appreciative
and responsible, always changed her clothes after school and
willingly went on errands for the foster mother* She did
well in school, was veiy fond of her teadier and made many
friends and often brought them home to play with her*
Diuring the second year the home continued to offer S*
many positives but the foster mother was possessive at times*
Althou^ S* was not interested in visiting her relatives,
pressure from her sister, £>laced at the institution, in>
fluenced her to ask to do so* This was upsetting to the
foster mother and she said that S* was unappreciative and was
very attached to her own family*
On the basis of the criteria established previously, S* seemed to
make a good adjustment in her foster home* The foster parents acceptance
of her and their responses to her seemed to have contributed to this*
S* was an appreciative and responsive child and her behavior was in har¬
mony with what her foster parents expected* A source of anxiety for her
was her need to be assurod that she was secure and protected* This was
evidenced by her constantly ccaning in the house to make sure that the
foster mother was still there and asking what would happen to her if the
foster mother became ill*
Case No* 2
E* and her brother were referred for placement due to
neglect* Their mother was unable to give proper care, the
home was pnkempt and marital friction was constant*
The E*s were a middle aged couple who had no children
of their own but were very fond of children and seemed to
understand the needs of them* Their acceptance and tolerant
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but firm handling of E. helped her to settle dom in the
home* They wanted E. to be responsiwe and appreciative
but did not have an overpowering need for E. to love th^*
Initially, E* exhibited infantile behavior, wanted
everything she saw, refused to share> often being sulky
and crying on the slightest provocation* She had poor
eating habits and complained about the preparation of the f
food* She was, however, responsive and accepting of dis¬
cipline* E. was very fond of her foster parents and looked
upon them as her own parents* Although there were no other
children in the home, the foster mother's little niece was
a good c(»apanion for her*
E. did very poor school work, was unable to read up to
grade level and do simple arithmetic*
During the second year, the foster mother became con¬
cerned about E's poor school work and began to tutor her at
home* Things continued to go smoothly in the foster home
with E* enjoying many outings with her foster parents* E*,
however, was more interested in playing with younger chil¬
dren as her interest and abilities were not comparable to
children her own age*
E’s school work continued to be poor and she did not get
along with her classmates and her teachers* She was loud,
aggressive and antagonistic toward the children and was very
defiant and Impudent toward her teachers* Towards the end
of the term she improved in son» subjects but her behavior
remained the same*
E« made a good adjustment in her foster home* The understanding,
accepting attitude of the foster parents helped her to develop a feeling
of security and to relinquish her infantile and demanding behavior*
Case No* 3
M* was brought to court as unmanageable b7 her grandmother*
She and her sister had lived with her since the death of their
parents* The grandmother, an elderly, rigid, senile wmoan
stated that M* was disobedient and destructive in the home*
M* was charged with dellnqtieiu^ due to neglect and referred for
placement*
The L’s had reared their own children and cared for foster
children pxd.or to M's placement with them* Mrs. L. was described
as an easy going, affectionate ifomn with a great sense of humor*
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The L's were accepting of H* and helped her to settle dorni
In the home qiiite easily* Occasionally, however, M. was
disagreeable at being refused permission to do something
that she wanted to do and would flare>i:q)*
Althou^ the moral standards of the home were high, there
was a TOlaxed atmosi^eie and M* got along well witii everyone.
She often volunteered to help the foster mother in unesqpected
ways and was pleaised with the praise she received for this.
She was very neat and clean about her person, careful of her
clothing and always kept her room ti(|y.
During the second year, the foster mother began to be
much more controlling and rigid than previously* Although
U. was a cheerleader at school, she would not let her attend
games for she felt she must always be chaperoned. She be«
came overly concerned about what U. might be doing with her
beaus^ and occasionally forbade her to be with them.
If. began to assert herself, being impudent at tims.
She had frequent outbursts of anger and felt that just being
"lU* didn't allow her to do what she wanted to doj that she
wanted some of the freedom that the older girls in the home
had. Althou^ Mrs. L. had an understanding of children, she
was ziot too accepting of adolescent behavior especially
around developing independence, interest in boys and clothes.
During this time of conflict Ihe worker visited the home
regularly to interpret M's behavior to the foster mother and
to tiy to get her to modify her attitudes so as to effectively
handle M. The foster mother was able to accept a casework
relationship and gradually relaxed her rigily, giving M. a
chaiice to develop some indepeikience and more freedom in going
out. M's attitude changed toward;| herself and the foster mother.
M. made a good adjustment in her foster home. It was apparent that
she needed firmness,for all her life she had had a rigid, punitive, firm;*
ness imposed iq}on her without affection and her placement in the L. home
was her first experience in being treated finnly with great affection
and understanding. Although the moral standards of the home were high,
the relaxed atmosphere was apparently what M. needed as an antedote for
the rigid environment in her grandmother's home. The rigidity imposed
upon her during her second year in the home was effectively worked out
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with the help of the worker so as to give her an opportunity to continue
her good adjustment in the home.
Case No» ii
C.) an out of wedlock, origan with club feet, was referred
for placement by the depart^nt of welfare. She had been hospi¬
talized seven times for bronchial asthma and had an operation
on her feet. C. had lived with her mother who was an alcoholic,
living in an extra-miarltal relationship and was known to neglect
and abuse her» After a lei^thy hospitalization C's asthma attacks
ceased and it was felt that her asthma was an expression of her
resentment toward the home situation. During her last hospitali¬
zation her imsther died.
The E's were a happily married couple who had cared for fos¬
ter children for several years in another state and had adopted
one child. Mr. E. was quite bu^ with outside work and there¬
fore, Mrs. E. was generally with the chlldbren. Mrs. E. was very
fond of C., was accepting and understanding of C's limitations
but at times became concerned when C. could not run a simple
errand or had to be accompanied everywhere. She felt that it
would benefit C. if there were an older girl in the home and re¬
quested another child. She spoke of C. as her favorite and at
one point asked if she could adopt her since she didn't have
any parents or interested relatives. However, she decided this
was not wise since she had four other fbster children and was
unable to adopt them. Although the home did not have high
standards, the children were expected to conform to regulations
and do small chores.
C. settled down easily in her foster home. She had a positive
attitude toward the home and was very fond of her foster parents.
Occasionally she would pout when things did not go her way and
would say she would tell her social worker about it. She was
accepting of the foster mother's and the worker's explanations that
she would be expected to obay her foster mother. At times C.
exhibited infantile behavior, clung to adults trying to gain their
approval and needed to be constantly assured that she was liked.
She was quite anxious around her placement and often asked how long
she would remain in the home. Although she was quite slow, unable
to go errands, she did not seem to feel inferior as the foster
mother did not pressure her and always praised her for the things
she could do well. IShen four other children were placed in the
home, C. did not seem threatened. She got along well with all of
them except the oldest girl whom she felt wanted to be the "boss."
C. was in the third grade and tried very hard to get her work.
She was quite helpful around the house and was much more thorough
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During the second year, things continued to go smoothly in
the foster hone* C. became more attached to the foster parents
and saw them as her oim parents* C. performed her chores mell
and seemed to have a special position in the heme* Her school
work iaqproTed and she was promoted passing all of her courses*
PermissiTeness
Case No. $
S* and her younger brother came into care after their parents
were charged with neglect* ^e paroits have a history of alco¬
holism and neglect, bolii leaving the childr^ alone with S* haying
most of the responsibility for her brother aikl household duties.
S* was placed at the institution with her brother but placement
in a foster home was soon effected as it seemed best for her in
view of her need to be relieved of soim of the responsibility she
had carried for years*
Mrs. T* was delighted to have S. c<»ie and live with her and
fT(m the beginning was vezy fond of her* Although she expected
a child to be j?esponsive and affectionate, she did not have an
overwhelming need for the child to love her* She referred to her¬
self as "aunt* and found that this was comfortable for herself and
S. ^e developed a warm, undemanding, understanding home atraos-
ihere that left S. enough freedom to maintain her ties with her
family* encouraged S. in visiting her parents and always had
S’s brother (placed at the institution) over for holidays and
occasionally had their mother for dinner*
S. expressed happiness around her foster hemte and from the
beginning indicated a feeling of belonging and permanence there*
She continued to take on lots of responsibility in the household;
however, it was necessary to restrict her frem performing too
many tasks* She was the youngest of three girls in the home, the
foster mother's own child and another foster girl* A good relation¬
ship existed between S* and her foster mother with S* confiding in
her her anxiety around her family relationships and accompanying
foster mother on her vacations* S. visited her parents fairly
regularly but it was necessa^ to restrict these visits as S. was
inclined to do an unhealthy amotmt of worrying about them*
S* did well in school and the approval of her teachers seemed
to have great meaning for her* She 8poke,?irith obvious pride,
about her academic success with her teachers and her social success
with her classmates*
During the second year, things continued to go smoothly in the
home and at school; S. made exceptionally good grades* Mrs. T.
was extremely f(md of her and since she was the youngest number of
the fainily, she seemed to get a lot of attention and was a
favorite with the whole family* She was able to express
some of her anxiety around her parents plight and was ap¬
preciative towards the foster mother for her interest and
concern around her relationship with her own family*
S* made a good adjustment in her foster home* The permissive atmos¬
phere c(Habined with understanding enabled her to give expression to more
of her needs particularly her dependency needs and to play a more child-
lilM role* R*eedom from her brother, for whom she had taken the responsi¬
bility for several years and her overly dependent mother, gave her a
chance to develop some of her potentialities and fulfill some of her
desires*.
Case No* 6
A* was referred by the department of welfare upon her mother's
request* After much marital discord and frequent separations, her
parents divorced with her mother remarrying, Kie mother stated
that A* was ungovernable causing tension in the home and that the
stepfather refused to have her live with them*
Mr, and Ifrs. R. were syi^>athetic, understanding and tolerant
but firm in their handling of A* 'Rie home atmosphere was a per¬
missive one offering A. freedom And a chance to develop her own
potentialities. They expected A. to be a part of the family and
were quite pleased about A. calling them "mom" and "dad,"
A* expressed enthusia^ about being in the home and seemed to
derive a great deal of satisfaction from participation in community
events* Although her relationship with the foster parents was a
superficial one, she was especially fond of their 17 year old son
who helped to orientate A. to what was expected of her* A* did
well in school but wanted to leave school and obtain a job. She,
howewer, continued school but was difficult to live with, com¬
plaining that she was not allowed to do what she wanted to do.
For awhile she refused to attend school causing a great deal of
tension in the home* The R's continued in their sympathetic,
understanding manner and were flexible enough to see A's side of
the problem, and expected her to see their side, too* Shortly
after A, rettimed to school, she acknowledged that she had been
wrong and said that for the most part the foster parents could see
her side of things and were really interested in her*
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During the second year, A. began to talk of returning
hcdae to her mother* She had worked out an arrangement with
her mother where she would stop school and return home to
help her* She felt that this was the best thing to do for
she Just couldn't please the foster parents ai^ore* The
caseworker helped A. to see how she was contributing to her
situation while at the same time she supported the R's in
their work with her* “nie R's wanted A* to work up to capacity
in school and encouraged her to do so* A. continued in school
...unlike previously she began to associate with girls her own
age, began piano lessons and iiqaroved in her school work* She
was freer to discuss the reasons why ^e wasn't at home and
gradually accepted the fact that her mother did not want her*
She was, however, confused as to why the R's loved her and
wanted her to live with them when hermother didn't* A. became
much more considerate in the home, began to confide in the
foster parents and they felt that A. was beginning to feel
secure with them* A. obtained part~time work and was able to
provide many things for herself*
A* made a good adjustment in her foster home but had a ra'Uier
difficult time getting off to a good start. Having never experienced any
firmness and limits in her own home, she Interpreted the foster parents
firmness as "meaness" and as a result reacted to this. The foster parents
continuous support and tolerance helped her to develop a satisfying
relationship with them and to settle down.
Case No. 7
P* and his younger brother were referred for care by the
department of welfare due to the inconpetence of both parents.
Prior to this they had spent 2^ years in a shelter while the mother
was hospitalized for alcoholic psychosis and the father was lm«
prisoned*
ISr, and Mrs. T* were a very warm, understandii^ couple who
had had no children of their own hht had reared a nephew* They
were quite flexible with average standards but were not anxious
to have F. conform at all tims* They had an understanding
attitude toward P's needs and desires, provided an atmosphere
that would allow their expression and got a lot of satisfaction
out of helping him fulfill them*
P. remarked from the beginning that he liked it at the fos¬
ter home although at first he was a little lonesome for his
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fzdends at the shelter* He and his brother got along well
sharing everything easily. He was very foitd of his foster
parents calling tlwm and Mad." He was very popular
in l^e coismunity because of his participation in school and
communi'^ activities. He enjoyed baseball^ was on the
school's team and captain of the c<^nnnity center's team.
His school work was Atisfactory awi he got along well with
his classmates.
Mrs. T. was extremely jnroud of P's achievements in sports
remarking -titiat he reminded her so much of her nephew who was
quite an a-Uilete. She was accepting of his preoccupation
with sports and realized that it kept him busy and unable to
take other responsibilities in the home. She did, however,
expect bira to do some chores.
The T's continued to provide a permissive atmosjf^ere for
P. giving him freedom, respect and praise for his achievements.
P. continued to conform to the foster parents standards and to
do well in school receiving above average grades.
P. made a good adjustment in his foster home and seemed to be a real
part of the foster family. His attitudes and behavior were in harmoiy
with the foster parents and this seemed to help them develop mutually
satisfying relationships with each other. Because of the foster parents'
positive attitudes and ways of handling P., the caseworker needed only
to support them and offer encouragement.
Dominance
Case No. 8
N. and his yovinger brother were referred by the department
of welfare due to their father's imprisonment. Prior to this
there had been marital discord with the mother finally deserting.
The father had tided to maintain the ho^ but due to his ex¬
cessive alcoholic drinking, was unable to give the proper care
to the boys. The boys were placed in a shelter but the father's
imprisonment necessitated plans for long term care.
The P's had never had ai^ children of their own. Mrs. P.
had worked as a registered nurse for many years and felt that
she was always too involved in her work to stop and have a
family. Mrs. P. was controlling, esqjecting children to confom
to high standards of hygiene, school, manners etc. However,
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she iras able to provide them with other positives* She, herself,
had a great need to achieve and was pleased at the achievements
N. made in the academic area* Since N* was the oldest child in
the home, she felt that he should be a sort of supervisor of the
younger foster children and delegated this responsibility to him*
Mrs* P* referred to him as being a "perfect child*" She had been
extremely anxious over possible adolescent problems and rebellious
behavior* Although at times she encouraged N* to go out, she in¬
sisted that he return at least around 11tl^*
N* settled down in the foster family, passively confomed and
was quite a withdrawn youngster who retreated into his studies and
tried to achieve beyond his ability. He seemed to push himself to
prove to the foster mother that she had not made a mistake in
accepting him as a foster child* He spent lots of time at home,
taking responsibility for the younger foster children and being
quite helpful around the house* Occasionally he would play a
little ball but never exhibited the normal interest in which a boy
his age and size should in boy-girl relationships* He was very
fond of the foster father and spent lots of time with him*
N* attended a vocational high school and made good grades; how¬
ever, in view of the amount of studying that he did they were not
really exceptionally good* He attended sunnier school taking aca¬
demic courses with hopes of entering college and pursuing a course
in engineering*
Things continued the sane during the second year; however, N.
did get out more with the encouragesent of the worker* He con¬
tinued to study very hard and qualified for graduation and to
think in terms of attending college*
N* made a good adjustment in his foster home in terms of being able
to conform and having no difficulties at all* However, his total ad¬
justment was a superficial one* Although the foster mother had scsae
negative attitudes and was controlling, they were able to get along
for N* never rebelled against the standards of the home* Since he was
able to adjust in the hems, help was not given in terms of helping the
foster mother modify seas of her attitudes* However, the worker did




B., the youngest of six children, was referred for care
along with three siblings when their father was imprisoned
for incest against his three oldest daughters* B's mother
was confined to a mental hospital and had been three years
prior to placement* After having spent two years in an in¬
stitution, B, was placed in the home of Mr, and Mrs, A. who
had a 16 year old daughter*
Mr. and Mrs* A* had successfully reared two children of
their own* They were a middle class couple with high standards
Mrs. A, was described as an intelligent, controlling and de¬
manding woman who showed very little demonstrative affection
toward B* She placed an inordinate amount of pressure on B*
to excel in school and in an effort to effect this, spent hours
helping her with her homework and tutoring her doing B's
summer vacation. She was quite perturbed to learn of B's low
I.Q* and questioned whether she should have accepted B, in her
h(^* She showed limited understanding of the psychology of
childhood and often co]iq>lained about normal Incidents such as
B* making mud pies and placing them on the shelf in the kitchen*
Although B* complained about having to do the dishes and
felt she was required to study too much, she was helpful in
doing other chores and cleaned her room thoroughly* She de¬
veloped a good relationship with the foster father aiMi :.thB fos¬
ter parents' daughter and often confided in the foster father
about her home situation* She openly expressed resentment
toward the foster mother saying she nagged her and expected too
much of her* ^hree weeks after placement, B's two sisters were
placed in the home, extreme sibling riS'alry arose, B, became
defiant and at times difficxilt to manage. The foster mother be-
canMS intolerant of B’s behavior, requested her removal from the
home but did not go threugh with it* B. was upset over the fos¬
ter moldier's request for her removal from the home and asked to
stay there saying that, although she had many difficulties
there, she wouldn’t want to live any other place*
B’s severe retardation (I.Q* of 6U) hindered her from doing
good school workj however, ^e got along well with her class¬
mates* Although she never sought them out she responded in a
fl*iend]iy manner when they appreached her* She got along well
with her peers and seemed to have little interest in organized
activity* She refused to coiqply with the foster mother's wishes
for her to i»rticipate in the activities at the ccmmiunity center
saying that all the children there were older and larger than
she and she did not wnjqy being with them*
Daring the second year the foster mother relaxed lots of her
rigidity after receiving help from the irorker* She was much more
accepting of B's intellectual limitations and made an effort to
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understand B’s responses to her# Although she was intolerant
of B's behavior at times, the htmie did offer B« many po^tives#
B. continued her good relationship with the foster father and
the oTO daugjiter. Mrs. A. praisea her for things she could do
well and encouraged her to develop the potentialities she
possessed. B. showed marked improvement in her school work and
remarked that she was beginning to realize what some of her
school work meant. B. was able to acknowledge being responsible
for some of the difficulty she had in the home. Although things
became somewhat stable, B. continued to express hostility toward
the foster mother when she visited the worker.
The foster mother‘s dcxninance and lack of acceptance of B’s intel¬
lectual limitations appear to be the ones B. reacted most to. Being
intellectually limited was definitely a disabling condition for B. but
seemed to be highlighted by the foster mother’s attitudes toward this.
B. was already rebelling against the demands made upon her and her
acting out, precipitated by her sisters placement in the home, contri¬
buted to the difficulty. It is understandable that sibling rivalry
arose for having been denied attention previously because of her mother's
illness and possibly having a feeling that her father was closer to her




R. and his brother were referred for care by the court. The
mother, described as a religious fanatic, was in poor health and
incapable of providing adequate care for them. The family had a
history of emotional instabilily and neglect highlighted by
marital discord and Intermltten separations. Several years prior
to this, the boys spent 3 years in an institution but were dis¬
charged to iheir mother and more recently R. had been at the in¬
stitution but thought he would like to try living with a foster
family.
The W’s were initially described as warm, active foster parents
who showed acceptance and understanding of R. In the beginning R.
was anxious to make a good impression but realized that he was
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accepted and was able to relax and to relate to the family
in a positive way. He spoke fondly about his foster home
but at the same time expressed an interest in his own
relatives. He felt he should go and live with them although
they had not shoira ai^r interest in having hinu In an effort
to effect this, he ram away frtmi his foster hoiM.
Mrs. ¥, recognized R»s intellectual limitations and often
helped him with his school work, R. desired a job and she
helped him secure a paper route and assisted him in making
correct change for his custtMoers and keeping his books. She
joined him in his happiness over the success of this job.
Encouragement from the worker helped R, to move out in the
community, R. joined the community center's basketball team
and although he never had ar^y close friends, he made some
new acquaintances.
Because of R's low intelligence, he was placed in a special
eighth grade class in school. He expressed mixed feelings
aroxind school and his desire to terminate his schooling on his
sixteenth birthday.
Although R, was intellectually limited, the W's began to let
this influence their attitudes toward him. They began to be
overprotecting and controlling of him, R. began to assert him¬
self more in his quest for independence. He would lose his tei&-
per, refused to perform his chores, demanded later hours and the
right to purchase his clothes without the foster mother accompany¬
ing him. He became quite verbal in his interviews with his
social worker, expressing hostility toward his foster home saying
that the W's treated him like a little boy. His school work'
continued to be poor and at one reporting period, he failed all
of his subjects. The school'felt that he might benefit from
special help but when the possibilily of taking remedial reading
at the institution was presented, he was not interested. He again
expressed an interest in terminating his schooling but did not
follow through on it. He continued his job and was able to save
his eaiTiings with which he purchased a bicycle.
In the initial p^ase of R's rebellious behavior, it became
necessary for the worker to ld.sit the home weekly in an effort to
interpret R's reactions to the foster parents. Tbs worker dis¬
covered that there was some merit in R's feeling that he was not
being accepted at his age level as x^flected ija the foster parents*
attitudes and statements. The worker's task was twofold, in
addition to supporting R,, it was necessary to help the foster
parents modify their attitudes so as to deal more effectively with
R, Things gradually became more stabilized as there was a gradual
decrease of R’s verbal explosions whil# the foster parents showed
more tolerance of his behavior.
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R. made a fair adjustment in his foster h<Mie. The foster parents*
sympathetic understanding seemed to help him to settle down* The
foster mother's assistance in helping him obtain work did mnich to help
him develop some coxifidence in himself. Although the home was able to
offer him many positives, the foster parents' overprotecting attitude
influenced him. His rebellious behavior was a necessary step toward
developing his independence and he obviously felt some security in the
foster home—-to rebel. The worker's role as interpreter and su^Jorter
did much to improve the situation.
Case No. 11
J. and her five siblings were remanded to a temporary
shelter as a result of a neglect petition against the mother
idio is said to indulge excessively in alcohol, is promiscuous,
having six out of wedlock children, and improperly caring for
her children. When removed from the home, J. was suffering
frcHB tuberculous meningitis and was hospitalized with this
twice over a period of four years. Since no arrangements
were made for her upon recovery, she remained in the hospital
an additional year. As a result of the disease and its
therapy she was left a deaf mute, brain damaged child with a
hemlpareals.
The O's were a middle aged couple who had no children of
their own. Ifrs. 0. was described as somewhat rigid, showing a
good understanding of the pl^sical needs of children but very
little of the emotional needs. She seemed to see J. more as a
companion rather than a child, always had J. accompany her and
taught her to use a needle and thread so as to have company
while she sewed. Mrs. 0. was quite resistant around sending J.
to school feeling that she could learn from the neighboihood
children. She failed to cooperate with the school in helping
J. cariy out at home what cftie had learned in sdtiool. She sel-
dcmn let J. go out to plaj but would have the neighborhood
children in to play with her. She seemed to think that J's
handicap indicated illness for she did not want her to engage
in the normal play of children but Instead wanted her to sit
quietly and be well behaved at all times.
During the first two weeks of placement J. cried continuous¬
ly but soon became friendly with the neighborhood children and
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enj(^d their visits in the hoiae* She learned her waj aroimd
the house, made her bed in her own tray and was interested in
helping with the dishes. She was particularly fond of tele¬
vision and en;}oyed watching the traffic and people frcsa the
window. She spent lots of time with the foster mother.
J. was enrolled in a school for the deaf and placed in an
adjustment group but founi it difficult to adjust. She was
l^rperaetive at school and while riding the school bus. She
was gross in her movements and when she did scmaething with her
azms and hands the children thought she was hitting them. As
a result fl^ts started on the school bus and she was ex¬
cluded from riding the bus for awhile. Dilantin was prescribed
for her and did much to reduce her hyperactivity.
J. continued to learn little things around the house.
Communication between her and l^e foster mother improved and
she was able to say in a loud hollow sound "thanks" and
"shut-up." ,She also learned to play simple ganes and to use
model clay but the foster mother’s rigidity hindered her from
developing her motot skills to their fiillest. Ifrs. 0. would
only allow her to play with the games and clay for a short
while and would then put them up explaining that she didn’t
want things tom up. For awhile J’s hyperactivity was lessened
at school but soon became evident again along with some bizarre
behavior in iriiich she would beat her fists against her head,
pull her hair and scream. She began to have seizures and anti¬
convulsants were given her. Although J. had an 85 percent
hearing loss, she was given a hearing aid.
During her second year in school J’s I.Q. dropped from 6U
to 52 and the school felt that she was uneducable and requested
her removal. Special institutional care for the handicapped
was recommended and followed through since she didn’t seem to be
gaiidng too much from formal education or foster family care.
Although J. conformed in the foster home, her adjustment was not con¬
sidered good. It was felt, however, that she could have perhaps benefited
from foster family care had she had a more permissive environment. The
rigidity of the h<Hne did much to contribute to her hyperactivity in school
and on the school bus.
Rejection
D., the oldest of seven children, was referred for placement
along with five of her siblings after having spent several years
at the shelter as a result of parental neglect. Marital fric¬
tion was constant with maiy separations and reconciliations and
before and after these the children were often left unsupervised
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with D, taking the i^esponsiblity for the younger ones,
ALthou^ Mrs. F. was dominating, she did have many posi¬
tives to offer D. Realizing D*s need to have some of her
dependency needs met, she would often remind D. that she was
there to relieve her of sosise of the responsibility for her
siblings. Mrs. F. had very high standards and pushed D. to
conform to them. During the second year of placooent she
became intolerant of D’s adolescent behavior and often contri¬
buted to it retaliating wilh petty things such as refusing
to sign D’s school slips and on one occasion denied D, her
choice of a vocation. D. wanted to enroll in the vocational
nursing course at school but Mrs. F. refused to sign for this
course and told the school to enroll D. in the beauty culture
coTirse.
In the beginning D. derived a great deal of satisfaction
from the foster home and her participation in activities at
school and at chvurch. She continued to mother her siblings
and they in turn were dependent upon her. She would, how¬
ever, be relieved when the foster mother would explain that
she was there to share some of the responsibility for them.
D. was in Junior high school and in the same class with
her sister who was two years younger than she. She was quite
sensitive about this and wanted and received a change of
classes. For the first time she was appointed to an office
in her class; that of class secretary and representative to
the student council. She received lots of satisfaction from
this status. She got along well with her school peers and
made good grades.
D’s good adjustment did not continue. She became bossy
with her younger siblings, influencing them consistently and
being very uncooperative in the home. She began to assert
herself, developed an interest in boys, clothes and girls her
own age. She was quite defiant and resentful toward the foster
mother and a major conflict with them was D’s choice of a
vocation.
Mrs. F. was intolerant of D’s adolescent behavior and saw
her as a source of trouble in the hcaoe. She requested her
removal feeling that she could not manage her. D. did not
seem upset around the foster mother’s request and Verbalized
her desire to leave the home.
D, made a poor adjustment in her foster home. She seemed to be
in competition with the foster mother for the mother role as well as
exhibiting adolescent rebellious behavior. Her responses appeared to be
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threatening to the foster mother* '^Ithoixgh the caseirorker attempted
to effect a change of attitude on the foster mother's part as well as
D'Sy the situation remained the same and replacement in another hems
appeared inevitable*
It seems pertinent at this point to give some analysis of the atti¬
tudes of the entire group of foster parents* As a group, the foster
parents' attitudes appeared to be quite similar to those of natural parents
and to correspond to the attitudes that Hurlook listed as being most c<»nmon
in our Amez*ican culture* Althoxigh the cases were presented showing the
dominant attitude of the foster parents, it was discovered that a ccHobi-
nation of attitudes could be found in all of the case illustrations*
For example I those parents who were permissive were also accepting just
as those parents who were overprotecting were also dominating* It was
also discovered that although the dominant attitude was a negative one,
other positive attitudes and behavior responses were viewed closely, by
the worker, in an effort to modify the parental attitudes and avoid
replacement in another home* Cases 8, 9f and 10 seem to indicate this
quite clearly*
Of the twelve children studied U had parents who had accepting atti¬
tudes, 3 bad parents who had permissive attitudes, 2 had parents who were
dominating, 2 had parents who were overprotecting and 1 had a parent who
had a rejecting attitude* In determining the children's adjustment 8
made good adjustments, 2 fair adjustments and 2 poor adjustments* AH
of the children who made good adjustments had foster parents who were
accepting and/or permissive except one, whose parents were dominating*
Those children who made fair adjustments had parents who wet's dominating
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and overprotecting* Children who made poor adjustments had parents who
showed ovejrprotection and rejection. In all of the cases the type of
adjustment made seemed to be directly related to the attitudes atid
behavior the.foster parentsu*]diibited toward the child* In the 8 cases
where the children made good adjustments the foster parents were under¬
standing, tolerant, warm and accepting* These foster parents helped
their children develop a strong concept of self, to express their needs
and desires and to develop their own ideas and ambitions* The 2 chil¬
dren whose^adjustments were considered fair had lister parents who did
not respect the child's right to develop some independence and indi¬
viduality* These children felt a need to assert themselves and to
rebel against their parents' attitudes toward them. Those children
who made poor adjustments had parents who were overprotecting and
rejecting* One of these children rebelledj thus causing the foster
laother to view the child's behavior as ungovernable and finally some
plan toward replacement of the child. The other child in this group did
not rebel or experience ary conflict with the foster parents but re¬
placement seemed necessazy because she was not progressing in her home*
CHAPTER IV
SUUM&RI ARD CONCLUSIONS
When children are denied the right to live in their aim homes because
of illness or death of parents, divorce, desertion, disturbed parent^hild
relationships or their own serious behavior {Problems, it becomes evMsst
that some type of substitute care is necessary* Social workers have long
recognized the value of foster family care as a type of substitute care
and have made an attempt to select the family that can meet most of a
child’s needs.
Some of the children placed are able to make good adjustments whereas
others fail to do so and experience many replacements which might be Just
as traumatic as their first separation from their own homes. The field
of child behavior and family relations has been concerned with the various
factors in the home that influence the child's adjustment. Studies and
theories developed point out quite clearly that the factor of the attitudes
of parents toward the; child is of primary Importance and have far reaching
effects upon him.
Similarly to natural parents, foster parents possess some of the same
attitudes toward children and oftentimes possess some of the negative
attitudes that originally indicated a need to have the children placed.
Since the goal of foster family care is to provide for the child healthy
relationships in family life, caseworkers must attempt to effect this by
trying to help the foster pairents imadify their attitudes when these seem
threatening to the child’s adjustment.
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Accoirding to Hurlock there are certain parental attitudes that
are universal in the American culture. These aret overprotection^
permissiveness, rejection, acceptance, dominance and sulmiission to
child.^
This study mas concerned mith children's adjustment to foster
care as related to the attitudes of foster parents. Children included
in the study were those placed in foster family care at The Leake and
Watts Children's Home, Yonkers, New York. Data regarding the adjust¬
ment of the children were obtained throtigh the use of three of the
categories of Hunt's Movement Scale with ttie foster parents' attitudes
obtained fron the children's and the foster parents' case records.
The children's adjustment along with the foster parents' attitudes
toward them was studied over a two year period.
The purpose of this study was to describe the attitudes and
behavior of foster parents toward their children and to describe the
adjustment of the children in terms of their reactions to the foster
parents' attitudes and behavior toward them.
In ojrder to attain the purpose of a classification of the parental
attitudes was made in which th^ were classified as eii^er positive or
negative. Criteria was established for measuring the children's adjust¬
ment and these were studied in an effort to ascertain lAether there is
any relationship between parental attitudes and the type of adjustment
of the child.
Elizabeth B. Hurlock Child Developront (New York, 1956), p. 50li.
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The cases were presented to show the most dominant attitude of the
foster parents and the ultimate adjustment of the child* Of the twelve
children studied k had parents who had accepting attitudes, 3 had parents
who had permissive attitudes, 2 had parents who were d<»nlnatlng, 2 had
parents who were overprotecting and 1 had a parent who had a rejecting
attitude* In determining the children's adjustment 8 made good adjust^
ments, 2 fair adjustments and 2 poor adjustments* It was found that
those children who made good adjustments, except one, were those who had
parents with positive attltudes-~acceptance and permissiveness* Children
who made fair and poor adjustments were those whose foster parents had
negative attitudes—overprotection, dominance and rejection*
As a result of this study, the writer discovered that the thesis
was proved-that parental attitudes, whether positive or negative, greatly
influence the degree of adjustment on the part of the child* It appeared
that where the prevailing parental attitudes were favorable, such as
acceptance and permissiveness, the children's adjustment was good* On
the other hand where the parental attitudes were \infavorable, such as
dominance, overprotection and rejection, the children's adjustment was
fair or poor*
As the writer expected, even though there was a dominant attitude
prevailing in each case illustration, there was also a cranbination of
attitudes* It was indicated that those parents who were accepting were
also pereri-ssive just as those parents who were overprotecting were
also dominating* It is interesting to note that ttiere were no cases in
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which the dominant parental attitude was one of submission to child.
Parental attitudes plaj a role of major importance in
determining the attitudes and behavior of the child. Children
who bectane successful as t^ey grow older are almost always
those who cone frcai homes where parental attitudes toward
them have been favorable and where a wholesome relationship
between parent and child existed. Such a relationship will
produce a happy, friendly child who is relatively free from





I* Source of Referral
II* Reason for Refeirral
III* k S^Boarlzed Stateront as to the x^latlonship between the child
aiui the foster mother and the foster father
IV* k Sumsmrlzed Statemoat as to the child's behavior at the time of
placement and his adjustment to the placement by utilizing the
following categories to classify the material
1. Adaptive Sfficimay and Ability in the foster home and at school
2* Disabling Habits and Conditions in the foster home and at school
3, Attitudes and Uiaderstanding as verbalized by the child in the
foster home and at school
V* Summarized Statements from both the child's record and the foster
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